Travel Anywhere
Travel enables us to build and nurture connections to different cultures and people.

It empowers anyone to feel limitless, regardless of disability or income.
YOU, THE TOURIST

Unable to fly a plane to your dream destination? Want to experience day-to-day culture with a knowledgeable friend? Just install the Travel Anywhere app onto your phone and get in touch with a tour guide miles away in an instant!

Rotate the globe at the bottom of the screen to view countries everywhere listed with the number of available guides. You can narrow down your preferences using the top menu, from preferred language for the guide (English, Español, the guide’s native language, etc.), to the approximate time of day you would want to have the tour (the serene daytime, the bustling afternoon, the lively nighttime, etc.), to the date you would like to tour (ASAP, tomorrow, April 5, etc.), and so much more!
YOU, THE TOURIST

Select a specific country to browse the guides available for the country and their specialities. When you think you have found the perfect guide, select them to start a chat and discuss the details of your next tour!

Each tour will incur a small cost to pay our users who serve as guides and keeping the app up and running. The cost for this amazing tour experience will be minimal compared to the costs of actually flying out to the area!

Volunteer staff will investigate any claims of harassment or inappropriate behavior that you as a tourist may encounter. Travel Anywhere tries to host only the best guides so you can truly feel like you are growing as a person by experiencing a new world.
YOU, THE GUIDE

We are recruiting the best guides across the globe to work with us to bring tours to people globally. By joining Travel Anywhere on our app as a guide, you get to share your local culture with people across the globe. In particular, you will focus on giving special experiences that cannot be forgotten to those who are unable to travel themselves, whether by disability, anxiety, or financial circumstances.

*For your service, we will pay you the vast majority of all revenue collected as part of each tour, so you can continue making people’s lives more lively and make a living out of it.
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Travel Anywhere

“To Travel is to Live”
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